Worlddidac Members’ contribution to EdTech and Tech solution in Africa

Relevant and affordable solutions to better understand renewable energy

leXsolar is a leading company specialized in the development, production and distribution of teaching materials in the field of renewable energies. Offering a wide range of experimentation systems in the field of renewable energies, such as student experimentation systems for STEM and TVET lessons for example wind energy, photovoltaics and fuel cell technology. leXsolar brings renewable energy technologies from the natural sciences to applications, so that those interested can understand these new energy and sustainable technologies.

- Concentrating on hands-on experiments to train technical skills
- Best price/experiment ratio in range of new energies
- Focus on relevant topics for local labor markets e.g.: Electric / Automotive / Environmental specialist
- Project experience in French and English spoken countries
- Perfect integration possibilities in major projects with a wholistic focus of the TVET sector

#understandingnewenergies, GreenEnergyTraining, #GreenEnergyEducation, #YouthTraining, #TVET, #SustainableDevelopmentGoals, #sdg7, #DualeAusbildung, #SolarExpert, #WindExpert